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                            F
Took a walk in the midnight hour,
                                Dm7
By the dock and the church bell tower.
                            Csus
I felt the night burst open wide,
                     F    Fsus  F
Midnight angel by my side.
                                Fsus  F
Past young lovers on the street,
                         Dm7
Holding hands, shuffling feet.
                            Csus
Makes one wonder where love goes,
                    F     Bb  F
Midnight angel only knows.

                       Bb
Midnight angel meet me down
                                 F    Fsus  F
By the water s edge in a harbour town.
                                   Csus
I ll bring the lock, you bring the key,
                        F  Fsus  F
Midnight angel come for me.

                        F
Up above, the sea birds fly,
                              Dm7
Shimmering white in a wintery sky.
                         Csus
How I love to watch them so,
                            F    Fsus  F
Don t seem to dream much anymore.

                       Bb
Midnight angel meet me down
                                 F    Fsus  F



By the water s edge in a harbour town.
                                   Csus
I ll bring the lock, you bring the key,
                        F  Fsus  F
Midnight angel come for me.

F  Dm7  Csus  F  Bb  F

                            F    Fsus  F
Took a walk in the midnight hour,
                                Dm7
By the dock and the church bell tower.
                            Csus
I felt the night burst open wide,
                     F    Fsus  F
Midnight angel by my side.

                       Bb
Midnight angel meet me down
                                 F    Fsus  F
By the water s edge in a harbour town.
                                   Csus
I ll bring the lock, you bring the key,
                        F  Fsus  F
Midnight angel come for me.
                       Bb
Midnight angel meet me down
                                 F    Fsus  F
By the water s edge in a harbour town.
                                   Csus
I ll bring the lock, you bring the key,
                        F  Fsus  F
Midnight angel come for me.
                                   Csus
I ll bring the lock, you bring the key,
         Dm C Bb   F  Fsus  F  Fsus  F  Fsus  F  
Midnight an - gel.
      Fsus        F  Fsus  F
Da da da da da da da,
      Fsus        F  Fsus  F
La la la la la la la.


